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Voices Of Our Maritime Industry Players
Sea Asia is pivotal for us and the right
place to meet key-decision makers.”
Mare Supply Services
Tim van den Bekerom
Commercial Manager

Sea Asia provides a good platform
for the marine industry to network,
refresh contacts and generate more
opportunities.”
Dalwin Marine
Satyabrata Pattnaik
Group Managing Director

Sea Asia is one of the cornerstone
exhibitions in our calendar and allows us
an excellent opportunity to meet new and
existing customers in the Asia region.”
Teignbridge Propellers Int. Ltd.
Mark Phare
Sales Director

Sea Asia is a good platform for the
industry not only in terms of the latest
product showcase but as well being able
to network with the trade contacts from
out of Singapore. The show allowed me
to view different services and products
in one place. I attended one of the
seminars and I am happy to have gained
relevant knowledge and information
about the industry.”
DNV GL
Rama Rao Venela
MOU Team Leader/Principal Surveyor
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Virtual Hearings
And A Blended
Future For Maritime
Arbitration: SCMA
By Marcus Hand, Editor, Seatrade Maritime News

The COVID-19 pandemic has pushed arbitration hearings into the virtual world,
and Punit Oza at Singapore Chamber of Maritime Arbitration (SCMA) believes that
it could lead to a blend of physical and online in the future.

Punit Oza
Executive Director of SCMA

Oza joined SCMA as executive director just as the world was plunging into
lockdowns and travel bans bringing the traditional in-person model of arbitration,
where parties often fly in from around the world for hearings, to a grinding halt.
Fortunately for SCMA as Oza explains that Maxwell Chambers, where it is based,
had already invested in the technology to allow for hearings to become virtual and
that business continues “as usual”.
“I think nearly every arbitration centre will have to continue to provide virtual
hearings as a part of their overall services,” Oza told Seatrade Maritime News in an
interview on Zoom earlier this week. “Maxwell Services have been very proactive to
try and get those virtual hearings out there.”
“None of the parties I know of have actually postponed their cases as such and
they’re at different stages of the arbitration.”
He sees areas such as pre-proceedings as lending themselves to a virtual
environment. “Parties can also actually try and formulate ways to say, ‘we’d like
to do this part virtually and we will leave the rest to do physically at a later date’. I
think people are adapting to these changes.”
While hearings are being done virtually to overcome the near-term hurdles caused
by the pandemic Oza also believes they represent and opportunity to change
the way arbitrations are carried out over the longer term. This is in part due to a
new normal developing until there is a vaccine for COVID-19 and also that virtual
hearings present opportunities in terms cost and time management for the parties
involved.
Looking at the traditional model he says: “You try to pack everything into an
arbitration hearing because you know this guy is busy, he has a travel schedule to
work with, he has clients to work with. Here it is very easy because you don’t really
have to worry about the cost part of it, more importantly you don’t need to worry
about the scheduling part of it.”
Online hearings raise the opportunity of breaking the arbitration down into sections
something Oza says was raised a shipowner ahead of an upcoming webinar by
SCMA on virtual hearings. “Why don’t we actually use virtual hearings and break
down an arbitration into issues in bite-sized chunks. Which means if you have five
issues to sort out rather than doing one hearing why don’t we have five shorter
hearings.”
The user experience is something that Oza, who has a chartering background,
is keen to incorporate and the webinar on 29 May will feature both shipowner
representative from BW Group and charterer from Tata Steel.
He recognises there are also shortcomings in virtual hearings such as not being
able to cross examine witnesses face-to-face.
Looking ahead Oza says: “It’s going to be a process the more people use it the
more buy in will be. It’s going to be a blended world out there, it’s going to be
something where we need to see the value of this continuing as such. It would
be a complete shame if people forget about all these lessons and go back to the
status quo.”
www.sea-asia.com
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Discover These Exhibitors And
Sponsors On The Show Floor
Founded in 1862, ABS sets the
standards for safety and excellence
as one of the world’s leading ship
classification organizations. The
ABS mission is to serve the public
interest as well as the needs of its
members and clients by promoting
the security of life and property, and
preserving the natural environment.
As classification continues to
evolve, ABS assists owners and
operators by tackling the most
pressing technical, operational
and regulatory challenges so the
marine and offshore industries can
operate with greater levels of safety,
security and responsibility.

Arma Ship Supply offers ship
supply and ship repair solution for
any request within Turkey.
With offices covering all Turkish
Ports, the company is able to
serve you 24/7 with a range of
services: Ship Supply (Provisions/
Technical Stores), Ship Repair,
Safety Survey Services, Offshore,
Spare Parts Handling & Logistics
Services.

Bureau Veritas is involved in
various JIPs to assess the technical
feasibility and safety risks of
ammonia-fueled ships with thermal
engines and fuel cells. Working with
major industry stakeholders, we
are also developing relevant rules,
notations and guidelines.
Carbon-free fuels are no longer just
an option, but a key solution for
curtailing climate change. Bureau
Veritas is working actively to move
this burgeoning technology forward
and ensure the maritime industry
is ready for society’s energy
transition.

ContiOcean Group is
headquartered in Shanghai and
has 6 subsidiaries. ContiOcean is
a leading corporation specialized
in Desulfurization product
(Exhaust Gas Cleaning System),
Clean Energy Solution (Fuel
Gas Supply System & Nitrogen
Generator), Conventional
Marine Equipment (Container
Lashing & Hydro Blaster &
UHP Hydro Blasting Robot and
Accommodation Interior Design)
and Cruise Ship Accessories.

Alphatron Marine is a world
renowned supplier of integrated
bridge solutions, representative
of major industry brands
and manufacturer of unique
complementary products to
the JRC portfolio. With the full
support of Centers of Excellence
in Tokyo, Singapore, Houston
and Rotterdam, the combined
synergies bring quality and
innovation to owners, operators
and shipyards, redefining the
future of ocean, offshore and river
navigation.

Atlantium Marine provides
Purestream™ BWMS that uses
filtration and Atlantium’s proven
MP UV technology to achieve
unparalleled results. Purestream
is validated to operate at
minimum retention times (≤
24-hours) following treatment
under difficult water conditions
(UV transmittance as low as
40% UVT). For IMO, Purestream
is the only UV-based BWMS
technology capable of treating
ballast water to meet the BWDS
with a single pass.

Can Trader & Services Pte. Ltd.
has been engaged in the sales
and services of major marine
communications & navigation
equipment since 1981. Since
then, the company has grown
and established itself as a leading
marine electronics company in
Southeast Asia specializing in the
world’s best marine navigation
and communications equipment
and systems.

DNV GL – Maritime: Modern
class for smarter operations
As a leading classification
society, ensuring safety at
sea is our purpose, while
capitalizing on innovation
to enhance efficiency and
sustainability. At Sea Asia, we
are going to present modern
classification solutions to help
future proof your business.
From new digital services and
remote survey techniques to
regulatory compliance, and next
generation fuel and propulsion
technologies, DNV GL is focused
on helping you achieve safer,
smarter and greener operations.
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Since it’s inception in 1995, E W
Liner has been providing quality
service to ship owners, operators,
ship suppliers and educational
institutes in Singapore and
around the world. The company’s
dedicated staff is experienced in
meeting the exacting nature of the
nautical charts and publications
business. The company has been
successful in their endeavours
and have grown from strength to
strength every operating year.

Everlux offers photoluminescent
safety signage solutions for the
maritime and offshore industries,
compliant to IMO Resolutions,
the SOLAS Convention and ISO
standards. The Everlux product
catalogue allows to swiftly
understand the technicalities of
safety signage systems design/
installation and comply with the
latest standards, consequently
providing a safe environment on
board.

In 50 years of experience in
engineering solutions, Gemak
is proud of being in service to
over 2.800 ship owners and
managers. Gemak continues to
provide services for dry docking,
ship repair and conversion,
offshore-oil and gas industry and
new ship building as one of the
most competitive shipyard in
Mediterranean.

As a world-leading supplier
of trusted coating solutions,
Hempel is a global company
with strong values, working with
customers in the protective,
marine, decorative, container
and yacht industries. Hempel
factories, R&D centres and
stock points are established in
every region.

LUKOIL Marine Lubricants
offers products and services to
customers who work on a global
scale and rely on worldwide
availability of our products and
services. reacting to the needs
and developments of a global
market, such as the IMO 2020.
LUKOIL Marine was the first oil
major to come up with a fully OEM
approved NAVIGO MCL Extra (Low
BN, high detergency cylinder oil
specifically for <0.5% sulfur fuel).

RMS Marine Service Company
Ltd. specializes in providing
reliable and responsive marine
service ranging from marine
supply and technical service to
logistics service world widely.
With a solid foundation of 14
offices, 700 professionals,
32,000+ m² warehouses
and 9 workshops across
Asia and Europe, RMS is
committed to cost-effective and
customer-oriented solutions for
international shipping clients.

SPONSOR

MariApps Marine Solutions (a
member of the Schulte Group) is
an enterprise solutions company
offering ship management/ship
owning solutions. MariApps’
web and cloud compliant ERP,
smartPAL is built on a “single
version of the truth” and run
on more than 1000 vessels
covering all aspects of ship
management and ship owning
domain, connecting 20,000+
seafarers worldwide.

Teignbridge Propellers Int Ltd,
a world leading designer and
manufacturer of high quality
performance propellers and
shaftlines for over 45 years.
Driven by advanced
technologies Teignbridge
designs and manufacture high
quality propellers, nozzles,
shafts, couplings, sterntubes,
seals, bearings, rudders, rudder
tubes, tie-bars, and brackets/
struts. Supplying leisure,
military and commercial vessels:
OPV, PSV, tugs, pilot boats,
wind farm, ferries, tankers,
superyacht, motor yacht.

www.sea-asia.com
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Daily Maritime & Shipping News

Seatrade Maritime News
delivers the latest reports
and updates from within
the global maritime
industry. Access real-time
coverage of breaking,
major and developing
news stories and
milestones.

Register your Seatrade Maritime
News account for FREE
Membership includes:
● Free Daily Maritime and Shipping News
● Exclusive News Alerts and Preferences
● Access to Unlimited Downloads, Whitepapers and Reports
● Videos & Podcasts

Register membership at:

To advertise, please contact:
Glen Spooner E: glen.spooner@informa.com

An In Depth Look At CMP’s
Intelligent Port Developments

Bai Jingtao,
Managing Director,
China Merchants Port Group

By Katherine Si, China Correspondent, Seatrade Maritime News

China is at the forefront of developing
the so-called intelligent ports,
utilizing 5G technology. One of the
companies making major investments
in the area of intelligent ports is China
Merchants Port Group (CMP) and
Seatrade Maritime News asked
managing director Bai Jingtao about its
developments and plans.
Which intelligent ports (domestic
and overseas) are you investing/
participating in and what is the current
construction/development status of
these ports?
Bai Jingtao: Currently, China Merchants
Port Group Co., Ltd. (CMP) is promoting
intelligent port construction and
development at three Chinese cities,
including Shenzhen, Ningbo and
Zhanjiang. Each of the ports has tailormade development plans and priorities,
and could form a comprehensive
intelligent port system.
Firstly, for Shenzhen, we currently
have three large size intelligent port
construction and operation projects at the
West port area of Shenzhen.
1. Chiwan Container Terminal (CCT) RTG
Remote Control System: The terminal is
the largest RTG remote control (semiautomated) single container terminal
in China. The project was launched
in November 2011. A trial operation
launched in June 2012 was China’s
first remote-control RTGs. The terminal
started remote conversion of 36 RTGs at
the whole port area in March 2016. The

container volume handled by remote
control RTGs reached 2.5m boxes at the
end of 2019, greatly saving on workforce
and improving the working environment of
the staff.
2. Shekou Container Terminal (SCT)
and CCT’s shoreside intelligent cargo
handling system: As the members of the
busiest terminals in South China, the
two container terminals have realized
a leading edge intelligent loading and
uploading operation, allowing the terminal
workers to stay at office, ensuring the
workers’ safety and operation efficiency.
The project, initiated in 2016, covers 39
cranes at CCT and 37 cranes at SCT
that are using OCR image intelligent
recognition technology and the box
number identify rate is over 95%.
3. Mawan intelligent port project, which
is a major project of the company to
transform a traditional terminal to an
intelligent one: Located at Haixing
terminal, Shenzhen, this facility is going
to be equipped with the most advanced
technology and become a green
intelligent port at Guangdong-Hong KongMacao Greater Bay Area. The project is
scheduled for delivery at the end of 2020.
We are also developing three intelligent
port projects at Ningbo Daxie China
Merchants International Terminals. The
projects are RTG remote intelligent control
project, shore intelligent tally system and
driverless trailer system.

Zhanjiang Port (Group) Co., Ltd. is a full
process bulk intelligent terminal reform
project, which was started in 2018 and will
be completed by 2021.
How many facilities are you
constructing for the development of
intelligent ports, such as lab, research
centres and so forth?
Bai Jingtao: The company pays great
attention to research and development
of intelligent technology and has been
focusing on the development of two
research facilities: “5G Intelligent Port
Innovation Laboratory” and “China
Merchants Port Technology Innovation
Research Institute”. Meanwhile,
the company is preparing for the
establishment of a port innovation
industrial fund “China Port and Shipping
Innovation Development Investment
Center”.
The 5G Intelligent Port Innovation
Laboratory is based on the Mawan
intelligent port project, engaging in 5G
intelligent port technology application,
full technical support and research
investment. The lab was jointly
established by CMP, China Mobile,
Huawei and other parties in June 2019.
It is the first 5G intelligent port innovation
lab in Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao
Greater Bay Area, which could push
forward the technology implementation in
the region.

In addition, we are constructing and
developing a bulk intelligent port at
Zhanjiang. The intelligent port project in
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The China Merchants Port Technology
Innovation Research Institute, aims to
research and analyze on technology
empowered port industry, build port
technology innovation ecosystem, explore
innovations of business model, applied
technology and digital platform for port
industry. The institute commenced
operations in October 2019.
The China Port and Shipping Innovation
Development Investment Center is an
industrial fund to be jointly invested
in and established by CMP and some
Chinese port groups. It is expected to be
established in the first half of this year.
What is the core for intelligent port
development; are there any particular
technology gaps that need to be
addressed in developing an intelligent
port?
Bai Jingtao: We need to understand
what is an intelligent port before we talk
about intelligent port construction. The
intelligent port is to make the port smart
and intelligent, and not just automated.
The automated port commonly mentioned
usually refers to the automated operation
of the port, while the intelligent port
will be able to sense the environmental
changes dynamically to autonomously run
examinations, study, make decisions and
carry out actions to realize optimise port
services and create value. An automated
terminal is in a better condition to be
developed into an intelligent terminal,
however, the general and traditional
terminal also have ways to be updated to
an intelligent port.
We believe there are two major aspects
we need to consider for the intelligent port
construction: one is technology, and the
other is to be commercially viable.
Currently there are lots of technology
gaps in the intelligent port construction,
such as independent decision-making,
inside and outside interaction, ecological
circle development etc.. We still need
manual intervention on many operation
processes. Additionally, the cost of using
5G is comparatively high. All of them are
major technical restrictions to develop an
intelligent port.
What is your short and mid-term plans
for the intelligent port development and
construction?
Bai Jingtao: Referring to the intelligent
port development, we will follow the ideas
of “point-line-plane” and combine industry
+ technology to push and optimize it. The
“point” and “line” is what we are doing for
short-term development, while the “plane”
is our mid and long-term development
direction.

1. Focus on single port construction to
promote intelligent reform of the ports and
terminals under CMP. The reform of these
ports and terminals will be based on the
terminal operation system with proprietary
intellectual property rights of CMP, and
focus on traditional port upgrading to
form a series of reformation plans for our
terminals. The intelligent reform of these
type of ports and terminals will provide
strong support to our affiliated ports and
terminals services.
2. Connecting the service line, developing
the digital eco-system circle of a single
port and expanding business following
logistics chain and trading value chain. We
are developing “CM ePort” platform and
adopting the pattern of port + internet to
connect to our affiliated ports in China and
overseas by using digital technology to
support our customers’ service and realize
the innovation on business model, and
increase regional trade facilitation.
3. Forming the value plane, which means
expanding “M ePort” platform, to attract
self-owned and external ports and
terminals’ digital ecosystem services to
join in, to combine different lines to plane.
What do you think of the current
intelligent port development status in
China?
Bai Jingtao: Currently, the intelligent
port development in China is polarized.
China has several pioneers equipped
with automated container terminal which
are under intelligent transformation and
upgrade. The intelligent upgrading is
speeding up and we believe the intelligent
port construction in China will be in the
lead of the world.
On the other hand, China has 144 ports
and 4,000 terminal companies, only
around ten of them already had or are
constructing the automated terminal
project. It would be an interesting topic to
figure out how and what to do to reform
the remaining large amount of traditional
terminals. These terminals are facing the
common challenges of intellectualization,
such as internal technology bottleneck,
how to cooperate with external parties,
and also making tailor-made plans based
on individual differences of each. They
might be hub ports, inland ports, container
terminals, bulk terminals, and older
terminals that need to fix the interaction
between port and operation parks.
What are your expectations on
intelligent port development, do you
have any suggestions on it and any
special support will be needed (from
authorities, industry players etc.)?

Bai Jingtao: The intelligent port is an
evolution of an automated port. The
intelligent port is just like a “human being”,
not only needing to be in healthy physical
condition, but also has a smart brain and
being being well-balanced. The intelligent
port construction cannot exist excluding
the logistics supply chain, it will need each
sector of the upstream and downstream
industry chain to upgrade synchronously
to break out the traditional cooperation
model and realize more data sharing,
online coordination and ecological
cooperation. It will need joint efforts from
the logistics industry chain players and
government authorities. The intelligent
port is one component of the intelligent
supply chain. The intelligent supply chain
may hurt the vested interests under
traditional logistics pattern, but it will bring
overall benefits to the whole industry and
improve trade facilitation level.
What are the key benefits that the
company sees from developing and
operating an intelligent port facility?
Bai Jingtao: Through the intelligent,
automated and green improvement, the
port will transform from a traditional high
energy consumption and labor intensive
industry to a technology-intensive industry
which could bring direct operational
income to port operators via increasing
efficiency, saving of cost and reducing
human error and potential safety hazards,
and will also make the management and
monitoring of port-related parties including
ship owners, shippers, logistics service
providers, customs authorities become
more accurate, reliable and harmonized.
It can improve resource utilisation and
returns on investments.
How do you describe the prospect of
intelligent port development?
Bai Jingtao: The intelligent port has a
broad development prospect. With the
development of internet of things, big
data, 5G, artificial intelligence, automated
control and other technologies, the
investment costs of many kinds of
automated, controlled and intelligent
management will be further reduced, while
the width and the depths of port intelligent
will be improved. The optimization of
terminal operation is endless and there is
a bright future to construct intelligent port.
All of them are most likely to happen in
China as China has very big port business
volume and is eager to seek for the
innovation, improvements in efficiency and
service quality.

China Merchants Energy Shipping
Singapore Holding Pte Ltd is an
exhibitor at Sea Asia 2021
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Go Digital To Reach New Clients

Discover new digital offerings on our Sea Asia and Seatrade Maritime News platforms to help you
amplify your brand and reach your target clients. Tap on our global community reach and expand
your digital landscape through the opportunities below to showcase your thought-leadership.

Sponsored Articles

Webinars / Podcasts

Maritime Marketplace

Showcase your
company leaders as
industry influencers
by contributing a
sponsored article or
partner with Seatrade
Maritime News through
exclusive, gated editorial
e-books or research
reports.

Produce a custom webinar
series with full production
and editorial support from
the Seatrade Maritime
News’ editorial team.
Get exposure to your
target audience and gain
business-critical leads as
you put yourself at the
forefront of your industry.

Get your company
listed on the maritime
marketplace directory!
All Sea Asia exhibitors
and sponsors get to
enjoy a complimentary
listing on this newly
launched maritime
online directory.
www.maritime.market
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Digital Maritime Week
The first Digital Maritime Week has been designed to bring together the brands of Informa Markets
Maritime on one platform to share unique and exceptional content to our global audience from the
shipping & maritime industries. The series of live maritime-focused webinars will take place between
22 to 26 June 2020.
Through 5 days of webinars, we invite you to join us to connect with the industry; demonstrate
thought leadership; increase brand awareness; generate qualified leads and engage with
some of the industry’s most prominent personalities.

5 DAYS OF RICH, GLOBAL CONTENT
22 JUNE

23 JUNE

24 JUNE

25 JUNE

26 JUNE

Cruise

VIRTUAL FIRESIDE CHAT
The next wave of
digitalisation in shipping
23 June 2020 | 5.00 PM SGT

INAUGURAL SEA ASIA FIRE-SIDE CHAT WEBINAR
As part of the Seatrade Digital Maritime Week, join us on Tuesday, 23
June 2020 from 5.00pm to 6.00pm for our first complimentary Sea Asia
webinar, organised in partnership with the Singapore Shipping Association.

Marcus Hand
Editor of Seatrade Maritime News

In this Sea Asia webinar, Marcus Hand, Editor of Seatrade Maritime
News, talks to Steen Lund, Singapore Shipping Association (SSA)
Council Member and Chairman of its Digitalisation Committee, about
how Singapore is approaching digitalisation and specific areas where the
industry can benefit.
Register for this webinar to find out more.
In partnership

Steen Lund
Singapore Shipping Association (SSA)
Council Member and Chairman of
Digitalisation Committee
Photo by SSA
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Elevate Your Brand
Think beyond the booth and explore how Sea Asia advertising and sponsorship platform could
further enhance your participation, increase traffic to your exhibition booth, and further increase
your brand’s visibility before, during and after the event.
As a sponsor, you will be able to demonstrate your business’s thought-leadership and insights,
facilitate networking opportunities with key buyers and gain advantage over your competitors. A
bespoke sponsorship package can be tailored to meet your objectives and budget.

Advertising Opportunities

Sponsorship Opportunities

•
•
•
•

•

Sea Asia Voice pre-event newsletters
The Daily Sea Press onsite show dailies
Event Guide and Event Map
Onsite advertising

•
•
•
•

Product sponsor (lanyards, visitor
carrier bags)
Conference sponsor
Knowledge Sharing Theatre sponsor
Registration sponsor
Networking sponsor

Connecting You To The World

Register Now!

Be part of Sea Asia 2021

20 – 22 April 2021 | Marina Bay Sands Singapore
Don’t miss out on networking opportunities with key maritime
professionals and industry leaders. Book your booth today!

Get in touch and discuss your participation as an exhibitor or explore
sponsorship opportunities with us!
South-East Asia
Jonathan Kiang
T: +65 9278 1701
E: jonathan.kiang@informa.com

International
Chris Adams
T: +44 207 0174820
E: chris.adams@informa.com

